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Going Green – The need to quicken the transition pace

Source: UMAS

50% reduction in 
GHG by 2050

Maritime sector’s part to play
§ Nearly 3% of world’s final energy demand consumed by ships -

Mainly by international cargo shipping
§ Green shipping corridors and clean energy marine hubs offer a clear 

path to 2050

Time is running out
§ “The science is clear: any hope of limiting temperature rise to 1.5 degrees means 

achieving global net zero emissions by 2050.” – UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres
§ Keeping to 1.5ºC carbon budget requires technology and behavioural revolutions, 

innovation, forward-thinking policies, and substantial investments

The Energy Trilemma
§ Balancing the energy trilemma would require both political resolve and a multitude of 

policy tools 

Source: Equinor – Energy Perspectives 2022

Schematic illustration of 
changing focus of global 
energy policy
since the Paris Agreement 
was negotiated and 
adopted in 2015



Pathways to a decarbonised energy system
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Source: BV

Future Marine Fuels

Main long-term drivers of change: Digitalisation, plunging 
renewables costs, electrification, and rising carbon prices
§ Energy transition: Forecast of an equal mix of fossil and non-fossil sources 

of primary energy supply by 2050

§ Technology & Digitalisation as Enablers: Drive costs down and facilitate 
carbon accounting and energy efficiency tracking 

§ Future marine fuels: Alternative fuel options to help shipowners meet 
IMO’s ambitions

§ Electrification surging ahead, and renewables will outcompete all other 
energy sources



Supporting the Clean Energy Eco-system 
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Governments and Industry: Shared Responsibilities and Partnerships

Technology & Digitalisation
as Enablers

Source: DNV

Certainty / Direct 
Support for new tech

Catalyse supply 
chain development 
with industry

Mobilising greener 
financing

Governments

“Pace and speed are critical and every year counts. Timing of actions a function of not just gravity, but also the role 
of governments through policy development and new incentives” - Christopher Wiernicki. CEO, ABS 

Industry
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Norway and Singapore’s Collaboration (Maritime & Offshore)

Green Finance

Future-Proof Bunkering 
Hub 

Collaboration
Projects

Innovation Clusters & 
Laboratories

Maritime Innovation 
Projects

Norwegian Companies in Singapore
Rig & Shipbuilding

Government Funding Schemes

Maritime Innovation 
Projects

Green Port & Harbourcraft

Training & 
Exchange of 

Talent



Thank You
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